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Abstract

Cassini’s Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) instrument took nearly 1200 images of the Jupiter ring system during the spacecraft
encounter with Jupiter (Porco et al., 2003,Science 299, 1541–1547). These observations constitute the most complete data set of the
taken by a single instrument, both in phase angle (0.5◦–120◦ at seven angles) and wavelength (0.45–0.93 µm through eight filters). The
ring was detected in all targeted exposures; the halo and gossamer rings were too faint to be detected above the planet’s stra
optical depth and radial profile of the main ring are consistent with previous observations. No broad asymmetries within the ring w
we did identify possible hints of 1000 km-scale azimuthal clumps within the ring. Cassini observations taken within 0.02◦ of the ring plane
place an upper limit on the ring’s full thickness of 80 km at a phase angle of 64◦. We have combined the Cassini ISS and VIMS (Visible a
Infrared Mapping Spectrometer) observationswith those from Voyager, HST (Hubble Space Telescope), Keck, Galileo, Palomar, and IRT
(Infrared Telescope Facility). We have fit the entire suite of data using a photometric model that includes microscopic silicate dust grai
as well as larger, long-lived ‘parent bodies’ that engender this dust. Our best-fit model to all the data indicates an optical depth
particles ofτs = 4.7× 10−6 and large bodiesτl = 1.3× 10−6. The dust’s cross-sectional area peaks near 15 µm. The data are fit signifi
better using non-spherical rather than spherical dust grains. The parent bodies themselves must be very red from 0.4–2.5 µm, an
absorption features near 0.8 and 2.2 µm.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Jupiter’s ring system was first detected optically by Vo
ager 1 in 1979. Since then it has been observed both
the Earth and by visiting spacecraft. Its low optical de
(τ ∼ 10−6) makes it difficult to see next to the bright dis
of Jupiter. The ring system itself is normally separated i
three components: the outer ‘gossamer’ rings (1.81–3.2RJ,
where 1RJ = 71,492 km) fed by dust from Amalthea an
Thebe(Burns et al., 1999), the flattened main ring (1.72
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E-mail address:throop@boulder.swri.edu (H.B. Throop).

1 Current address: Space Science Institute, 4750 Walnut St, Ste
Boulder, CO 80301, USA.
0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2003.12.020
1.82RJ), and the torus-shaped ‘halo’ ring (1.40–1.72RJ).
Dust almost certainly migrates between the ring systems
ther inward due to plasma drag(Burns et al., 1984), or in
either direction due to resonant charge variation(Horanyi
and Cravens, 1996; Northrop et al., 1989).

The dust by which we observe the ring is genera
thought to be short-lived, with lifetimes against loss
micron-sized grain on the order of months to millenia. T
dust, therefore, is hypothesized to be supported in ste
state by the introduction of new dust into the ring syste
The source of this dust is thought to be from macrosco
(mm- to km-sized) ‘parent bodies’ in the ring, which relea
dust during mutual collisions and when impacted by hi
velocity meteoroids. The parent bodies, then, may const
the majority of the ring system’s mass, but a much sma
fraction of its surface area. Dynamical arguments sug

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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Fig. 1. Geometry for the inbound movie sequence, for phase angleα ∼ 1◦ and ring opening angleB ∼ 3.4◦ , December 11, 2000. This is a clear-filter imag
1 sec exposure, from 270RJ. Because the full disk of Jupiter is lit and the projected distance to the ring is∼ 0.5RJ, the ring is visible above the stray ligh
only after extensive processing. The ‘wood grain’ patterns in the inset image are artifacts of stray light removal over the lookup table used in compressing the
image. Images in later sequences are less affected by stray light, becauseof Jupiter’s increasing phase angle and the spacecraft’s decreasing range(and thus
increasing angular separation between the planet and its ring).
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that they are the collisional remnants of a fragmented s
lite (Canup and Esposito, 1997).

In this paper we present a complete report of the Cas
ISS observations of Jupiter’s ring system, an initial ana
sis of which we reported on inPorco et al. (2003). We start
with a summary of the observations and our methods of
reduction. We then present our new findings. In the final
tion, we combine the ISS results with nearly all previo
observations of the main ring and present a new mode
the size distribution of dust grains and large bodies wi
the ring.

2. New Cassini observations

The Cassini spacecraft was launched toward Satur
October 15, 1997. After flybys of Venus and Earth, it fl
past Jupiter, with a closest approach distance of 136RJ on
December 30, 2000(Porco et al., 2003). The flyby was de-
signed for trajectory modification and not scientific obser
tions; therefore, the closest approach was many times fa
than that of Voyager 1 (4.89RJ) or Voyager 2 (10.11RJ).
Galileo’s closest approach distance (while observing
rings) of 15.8RJ provided 23 km pix−1 resolution and its
limited number of images remain the best for studying
rings’ morphology. Although the difficulties of observing
at Cassini’s distance are partially offset by its improv
resolving power, the ISSs best spatial resolution in
ring of 58 km pix−1 is significantly coarser than Voyager
(5 km pix−1). However, the Galileo Solid State Imager (S
investigation focused on morphology and returned no
geted color images; approximately half of the images ar
forward-scatter (Sun-target-observer phase angleα ∼ 180◦),
limiting the studies that can be done on the ring’s grain pr
erties. The Galileo SSI observations were complemente
r

a spectral cube from the spacecraft’s Near-Infrared Map
Spectrometer (NIMS) in forward scatter(McMuldroch et al.,
2000; Brooks et al., 2003), which allowed substantial con
straints on the size distribution of its dust grains.

Earth-based studies of the ring are limited to a rang
phase angleα = 0◦–12◦, and are naturally much more di
ficult because Jupiter’s disk—one million times brighter
reflected flux—lies only a fraction of an arc-minute aw
from the faint ring. Nevertheless, useful observations h
been made in the near-IR using most of the major Ea
based observatories, as we describe inSection 4.

Targeted ISS observations of the jovian ring took pl
between December 11, 2000 and January 16, 2001. Durin
these 5 weeks, Cassini’s trajectory took it from 3.5◦ above
the equator, to 3.2◦ below. On December 31, 2000 the spa
craft passed through Jupiter’s ring plane; the spacecr
closest approach to Jupiter occurred earlier the same da
though the maximum ring opening angle was onlyB = 3.5◦,
this was in fact more open than observed by either Voya
(B < 2.1◦) or Galileo (B < 0.6◦), or by ground-based obse
vations at ring plane crossing (B < 0.2◦). In general, large
ring opening angles allow for higher-resolution mapping
the ring’s morphology; however, smaller angles can al
for higher quality photometrybecause the ring’s light i
spread over fewer pixels. The inbound geometry is show
Fig. 1, and typical images during the encounter are show
Fig. 2. The supporting online material ofPorco et al. (2003
contains additional details on the data collection and ge
etry of Cassini’s flight by Jupiter.

The Cassini ISS instrument recorded a total of 1183
ages of the main ring, providing broad coverage both
phase angle (α = 0.5◦–120◦) and wavelength (λ = 0.45–
0.93 µm). Because of the spacecraft’s then-uncharacte
pointing stability, the ISS science team decided to focus
dominantly on short exposures, generally shorter than 5
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Fig. 2. The jovian ring as seen by Cassini from December, 2000—Jan
2001. The phase angles are approximately 1◦, 60◦, 64◦, 75◦, 94◦, and 120◦,
while the ranges are approximately 270RJ, 137RJ, 137RJ, 141RJ, 162RJ,
and 247RJ. All images are taken through clear filters, with exposure length
of several seconds. Stray light increases as Cassini leaves the syste
the ring once again appears closer to Jupiter. The spatial resolution a
these images varies from 120 km pix−1 at the ends, to 59 km pix−1 near
the 136RJ closest approach. Images have been rescaled in brightness

(By comparison, Voyager 1’s discovery image of the r
was 11 min, and most of the remaining Voyager ima
were 96 sec. The Galileo images were generally shorter
1 sec; however, these images were mostly taken very
α = 180◦, where the ring is nearly 100 times brighter a
the planet is almost completely in shadow.) In retrosp
Cassini’s pointing stability turned out to be excellent, a
longer exposures would have increased the data quality
ages during most of the Cassini encounter rarely had m
than a pixel of smear.

There were five major components to Cassini’s ob
vations, split amongst 14 spacecraft ‘sequences’ as li
in Table 1. First, the ‘inbound movie’ sequence (denot
RMOV000_PRIME_RING_B) was a 40-hour, 599-exposu
sequence through the clear and near-IR filters, taken
α = 0.5◦–2.5◦. This sequence was designed to look
temporal and spatial variations in the main ring (‘spok
and clumps), and to explore the ring’s opposition effe
The ISS then began a suite of phase, spectral, and
larimetric observations of the ring, as the spacecraft t
eled past the planet. At each of five phase angles
quenceRPHASE11R_CIRS_B at α = 11◦; RPHASE60L_
VIMS_RIGHT_B and RPHASE60L_VIMS_LEFT_B at
60◦; RPHASE75L_VIMS_RIGHT_B andRPHASE_75L_
d
s

r

-

VIMS_LEFT_B at 75◦; RPHASE_94L_VIMS_B at 94◦;
andRPHASE120L_VIMS_1X1at 120◦), observations wer
made across the entire wavelength range.2 Third, the ring
was imaged immediately after passing through the p
et’s equatorial plane, at an elevationB = 0.02◦ and α =
64◦ (sequences RPLNXNG_PRIME_RIGHT_B and
RPLNXNG_PRIME_LEFT_B). Fourth, the ISS made sev
eral deep exposures (up to 32 sec) of the area surro
ing the gossamer rings atα = 120◦ (RPHASE120L_
VIMS_1X3) in an attempt to probe for unknown rings
this region. Finally, the 36-hour ‘outbound movie’ sequen
(RMOVOUT000_PRIME_RING) roughly repeated the ob
servations of the inbound movie, at a higher phase a
(α = 120◦).

All of the ring images were taken using ISSs Narr
Angle Camera (NAC). The NAC is a 20-cm diameter
flector with a 1024× 1024-pixel CCD array at its foca
plane (Porco et al., in preparation). The camera’s sp
scale is 6.0 µrad pix−1, providing a 0.35◦ × 0.35◦ field-
of-view. Multiple summation and compression modes
available on the instrument. For highest spatial resolu
the FULL summation setting is used. To save bandwid
however, many images used the 2× 2 SUM2 or 4× 4 SUM4
modes, where the data numbers (DN) in adjacent pixels
numerically summed before being read out by the ins
ment’s analog-to-digital converter (ADC). (When we re
to the DN values of images taken inSUM2 orSUM4, we have
scaled the returned DN value down by 4 or 16, respectively.
Images are also tagged by their conversion type:12BI in-
dicates that the full 12-bit resolution of the ADC is retain
and sent to Earth, whileLS8B indicates that only the leas
significant 8 bits are kept. TheTABLE mode indicates tha
the 12-bit resolution has been converted to 8 bits by use
fixed, non-linear lookup table. The ISS Wide Angle Cam
(WAC) was used for context observations of Jupiter’s d
during the ring sequences, but because of its lower sp
resolution and poorer stray light rejection, it was not u
for rings science observations.

2.1. Main ring

The ISSs inbound observations were significantly c
taminated by stray light from Jupiter’s bright disk. Typic
ring signals are 1–2 DN on top of a stray light signal of 5
100 DN.

The stray light signal, while complex, can usually be
moved such that accurate photometry can be performe
the ring images. The photometric pipeline we use is as
lows: First, we radiometrically calibrate the images by c
verting the DN values intoI/F , accounting for dark curren
filter transmission, optics transmission, and CCD efficien

2 Observations were originally scheduled forα = 24◦ andα = 45◦ , but
these were canceled due to temporary problems in the spacecraft’s a
control system. These problems also caused most of theα = 11◦ images to
be smeared and poorly pointed.
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Table 1
Jupiter ring observations by Cassini ISS NAC

Sequence # Images Time Latitude Range Phase Resolution Filters
[UTC] (start, end) [deg] [RJ] [deg] [km pix−1] (NAC)

RMOV000_PRIME_RING_B 599 11-Dec-2000 13:47:20 3.47 284 2.5 122 CL, IR1, GRN, BL1
13-Dec-2000 05:20:22 3.41 266 0.5 114

RPHASE11R_CIRS_B 17 19-Dec-2000 02:06:09 2.63 203 10.9 87 CL, GRN, RED, BL1, UV2,
19-Dec-2000 02:16:43 IR1, IR2, IR3, P0, P60, P1

RPHASE24R_CIRS_B 0
RPHASE45L_CIRS_B 0
RPHASE60L_VIMS_RIGHT_B 4 30-Dec-2000 10:32:10 0.21 137 59.7 59 CL, BL1

30-Dec-2000 10:34:45
RPHASE60L_VIMS_LEFT_B 19 30-Dec-2000 10:40:34 0.21 137 61.1 59 CL, GRN, RED, BL1, UV2,

30-Dec-2000 10:52:54 IR1, IR2, IR3, P0, P60, P1
RPLNXNG_PRIME_RIGHT_B 6 31-Dec-2001 01:08:10 −0.02 137 63.2 59 CL, BL1

31-Dec-2000 01:13:06
RPLNXNG_PRIME_LEFT_B 6 31-Dec-2000 01:36:10 −0.03 137 64.6 59 CL, BL1

31-Dec-2000 01:41:04
RPHASE75L_VIMS_RIGHT_B 6 2-Jan-2001 00:47:13 −0.66 142 75.3 61 CL, BL1

2-Jan-2001 00:51:36
RPHASE75L_VIMS_LEFT B 20 2-Jan-2001 00:55:33 −0.75 141 75.8 61 CL, GRN, RED, BL1, UV2,

2-Jan-2001 01:09:17 IR1, IR2, IR3, P0, P60, P1
RPHASE94L_VIMS_B 17 6-Jan-2001 00:02:04 −1.93 163 94.6 70 CL, GRN, RED, BL1, UV2,

6-Jan-2001 00:12:54 IR1, IR2, IR3, P0, P60, P1
RPHASE120L_VIMS_1X1 19 14-Jan-2001 23:02:19 −2.72 247 118 106 CL, GRN, RED, BL1, UV2

14-Jan-2001 23:15:27 IR2, IR3, P0, P60, P120
RPHASE120L_VIMS_1X3 15 14-Jan-2001 23:24:05 −2.72 247 118 106 CL, GRN, BL1, IR1

14-Jan-2001 23:51:06
RMOVOUT000_PRIME_RING 455 15-Jan-2001 09:43:35 −3.13 252 119 108 CL

16-Jan-2001 21:15:32 −3.22 257 122 115

The filter names are given in the standard Cassini convention; all observations were taken through a filter pair comprised of the named filter plus a cleafilter
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based on ground-based and in-flight calibration standa
(I/F is the standard reflectance measurement for planetar
bodies and rings;I indicates the intensity received at a d
tector looking at a body, whileπF indicates the flux (usually
solar) hitting that body.I/F = 1 for a white lambertian sur
face at normal incidence. For simplicity, we treat ‘I/F ’ as
a unit; for instance,I/F (λ), rather thanI (λ)/F (λ).) We re-
moved various instrumental artifacts including a 2-Hz sig
introduced at readout and visible as a banding pattern in
faintest images. Geometric distortion in the NAC is negli
ble (< 1 pixel at image corners) and no correction is appl

Second, we navigate the images using the location
field stars in the frame and the spacecraft’s known tra
tory to determine the absolute coordinates of objects wi
the image. Third, we mask out the positions of any satel
and stars in the field, using their known locations. Fourth,
take a small rectangular subset of the frame containing
ring, and fit a two-dimensional spatial polynomial to subtr
the background light from these pixels. (Experimentally,
found a fifth-order polynomial was preferable to either low
or higher orders. Because of the ring’s faint signal relative to
the background, it was not necessary to mask out the ring
fore performing the fit.) Finally, in all images except tho
near the ring-plane crossing, we create a radial profile o
ring, and subtract a linear offset such that theI/F at the
ring’s inner and outer edges is∼ 0. In images near the ring
plane crossing we instead subtract a constant offset such
the pixels surrounding the ring haveI/F ∼ 0, but do not take
radial profiles. In both cases, the offset we subtract correc
for stray light not removed by the earlier polynomial su
traction.

By the end of this reduction process, we have crea
calibrated images, with the ring clearly visible, and w
negligible contribution from background light sources. O
background subtraction process is not significantly in
enced by the gossamer or halo rings; these rings are
vertically extended, and thus their values ofI/F near the
ring-plane crossing are 10–100 times lower than that of
main ring.

To quantify the ring’s brightness, we use the ‘norm
I/F ’ (that is, theI/F that would be measured if the o
servation were taken from directly above the ring, but w
the phase angleα preserved):

(1)
I

F
≡ τ�0P(α)

4µ
,

where τ is the ring’s normal optical thickness,�0 is the
single-scattering albedo of a ring particle,P(α) is the ring’s
phase function, andµ = |cos(e)|. The emission angle ise,
where e = 0◦ for an observation directly above the rin
plane. The elevation angle above the ring plane isB ≡
90◦ − e. Following the convention of Showalter, we plot n
I/F but τ�0P , and unless stated otherwise we will refer
the radially-averaged (not radially-integrated) brightnes
the ring, taken over its 6500-km width.
.

-

t

Measuring theI/F from individual frames turned ou
to be often challenging, because of the low SNR and
complexities of the stray light removal. The errors asso
ated with these issues are difficult to quantify, but on
lowest-quality individual frames (e.g., those from the
bound movie) the errors are certainly factors-of-severa
more. The largest source of error in these images is s
light: the pattern changes from frame to frame, and even
ter the removal process stray light can contaminate the
signal significantly in the faintest images. The best indiv
ual frames (e.g.,α = 75◦ photometry, near closest-approac
can be processed to error levels of 10% or better; in
case, the error level is set predominantly by our ability
determine the zero-point of the background sky, and by
certainty determining the ring’s exact boundaries by ste
navigation. In most cases, multiple exposures taken at
ilar geometries and wavelengths allow us to combineI/F

measurements and further reduce the uncertainty. Becau
of the frame-to-frame variation in stray light,I/F ’s were
combined after initial image reduction, rather than summ
the raw frames. The error bars are calculated from the s
dard deviation of the individual measurements. For spec
measurements, we have increased the error bars by 20
account for our current uncertainties in the instrument’s
solute spectral calibration (Porco et al., in preparation);
improved calibration expected during Cassini’s upcom
years will reduce theI/F uncertainty.

2.1.1. Phase curve and spectrum
A major goal of the ISS observations at Jupiter was

fill in holes in phase and wavelength of the ring’s photo
etry. Figure 3shows a plot in ‘phase space’ of all of th
observations of the main ring, including both old and n
results. The majority of the existing observations of the r
have been nearα = 180◦ (Voyager, Galileo) where the rin
is bright and the planet dark, and nearα = 0◦, where the
ring is visible from Earth. All of the Galileo SSI detection
used a clear filter, and all of the Earth-based observat
have been in the near-IR. Cassini had the opportunit
explore the mid-α portion of the phase curve, and the v
ible portion of the spectrum. Previous measurements o
spectrum include some Voyager observations, and a spe
cube in forward-scatter by the Galileo NIMS instrument. R
cent measurements by Galileo’s SSI(Showalter et al., 2001
have filled in portions of the phase curve, including the ra
α = 11◦–45◦ where difficulties with Cassini’s attitude con
trol system prevented execution of the planned observat

We assembled a clear-filter phase curve by combining
normal, radially-averagedI/F values taken during each s
quence. The number of frames used per sequence va
conveniently, the observations with the lowest data qua
(the inbound and outbound movies, where the distance f
Jupiter was the greatest) also have the largest numb
frames, so the error bars for each phase angle are rou
similar. The phase angle is calculated based on the ce
pixel at the ring ansa.
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Fig. 3. ‘Phase space’ of observations of the jovian ring. Cassini’s ISS
low) and VIMS (blue) have filled in significant regions of phase angle th
were previously unexplored. The densest region of points remains a
tral cube of the ring obtained by the Galileo NIMS instrument (red);
Earth-based observations are at the left, atα < 12◦.

Fig. 4. Clear phase curve. Data points are marked with colored symbols. Th
three lines are from our best-fit non-spherical particle model phase curve f
λ = 0.46 µm: the dotted line represents the dust component, the dashe
the large-body component, and the solid line the sum of the two. Obs
tions on this plot were taken over a range of wavelengths which vary from
that of the lines; therefore, the modeled points (open diamonds) should ea
be compared to their corresponding data point at the same wavelengt
to the solid line. The small ripples in the dust phase curve are due t
finite number of oblateness values used in our model.

The clear-filter phase curve is presented inFig. 4. The
ring’s brightness is generally bounded by that found from
earlier Voyager and Galileo observations. The phase cur
surprisingly flat, varying by only a factor of four between t
backscatter and side-scatter (nearα = 94◦). This is signifi-
cantly flatter than that predicted by a distribution of micro
sized spherical dust grains, which would have a contrast
between these phase angles of∼ 50 (e.g.,Fig. 15). We will
discuss the causes of the phase curve’s shape and the
the Cassini and other data inSection 4.3.

We have assembled a spectrum in a similar way. N
inally, Cassini’s spectral observations included meas
ments through seven different color filters (Table 2) at each
-

t

to

Table 2
ISS NAC filter combinations used for rings observations

Filter 1 Filter 2 Centralλ [nm] Width [nm] Notes

CL1 CL2 651.1 340.9 Clear filters
CL1 GRN 569.3 127.0 Green
RED CL2 648.9 149.9 Red
BL1 CL2 455.5 102.9 Blue
UV2 CL2 306.3 59.9 UV
P0 CL2 633.0 290.4 Clear polarizer
P60 CL2 633.0 290.4 Clear polarizer
P120 CL2 633.0 290.4 Clear polarizer
CL1 IR1 750.1 152.9 Near-IR1
IR2 CL2 861.1 96.9 Near-IR2
CL1 IR3 928.3 66.9 Near-IR3

Central wavelengths have been weighted by the solar flux. The NACs opt
cal path always passes through two filter wheels; at least one of thes
set to a clear filter (CL1 or CL2) on all of the observations.

of five phase angles. However, because of the reduced t
mission through the spectral filters and the smaller num
of measurements at each wavelength, uncertainties in
spectralI/F measurements are large. We observed, h
ever, that the individual spectra at each phase angle are
red with roughly similar slopes (Fig. 5); because of this, w
were able to construct a composite spectrum by combi
the spectral measurements at all the phase angles into
We normalized each curve to theI/F at α = 75◦ before
combining them; the error bars are based on the devia
between individual measurements at the same wavelengt
and the previously-described calibration uncertainties of
instrument.

The composite spectrum is shown inFig. 6. The ring is
red, increasing in brightness by a factor of 2–3 from 0.
0.95 µm. This makes it of comparable color to Amalthe
(Thomas et al., 1998), Adrastea(Meier et al., 1999), and Sat-
urn’s A and B rings(Cuzzi et al., 2002); our measurement i
also similar to that of(Showalter et al., 1987), who found a
brightening of 1.6–2.0 across the range 0.42–0.60 µm.
jovian rings’ red color could be due to light scattered
ther by a relatively shallow distribution of micron-scale d
grains (e.g.,n(r) dr ∼ r−q , q < 2) or by macroscopic bod
ies with an intrinsic red surface color. We model and disc
the source of the ring’s color inSection 4.3.

Opposition surge. One of the goals of the inbound mov
sequence was to monitor the ring’s behavior nearα = 0◦, to
see if the ring displayed any evidence for the so-called
position surge’ seen on many planetary bodies (e.g., Eur
Helfenstein et al., 1998). The inbound movie monitored th
ring continually in the rangeα = 0.51◦–2.51◦.

Unfortunately, accurate photometric measurements
the inbound movie images were difficult for several reaso
First, the stray light was the largest here because Cas
range to Jupiter (D ∼ 275RJ) was the largest, meaning th
angular separation between planet and ring was the s
est of the ring observation sequences of the encounter.
decreased the total amount of flux detected from the r
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Fig. 5. Cassini ISS observations of the ring’s spectrum. The ring’s red c
is roughly uniform across a wide range of phase angles. A composite
spectrum from these data points is shown inFig. 6.

Fig. 6. Composite ring spectrum, forα ∼ 75◦. The ring is red, withI/F

increasing almost linearly with wavelength. Symbols are the same
Fig. 4. In our best fit model, the ring’s color is due predominantly to t
from the large bodies, suggesting that they must be very red. The d
blue line (which is a separate calculation for spheres alone) indicates th
the spectrum from spherical particles is very similar to that of non-spherica
ones.

entrenching the ring deeper into the stray light pattern of
telescope. Several bright ‘spikes’ of stray light pass dire
through the ring, and their changing pattern during this
quence makes their removal difficult. Second, the plane
brightest at low phase angles, increasing its contributio
stray light. Third, these images were short exposures (
2.6 sec), in order to avoid CCD saturation by stray lig
Finally, the images were taken using theTABL mode, which
compresses 12 bits into 8 using a fixed lookup table. Bec
the lookup table’s spacing is non-linear, this mode had
unfortunate side-effect of substantially reducing our abi
to detect the faint ring superimposed on the bright ba
ground signal. For these reasons, accurate frame-by-f
photometry of this sequence turned out to be difficult, a
it was not possible to observe any opposition surge in
ring. However, by combining the nearly 600 individual me
surements, we calculated meanI/F at two wavelengths fo
Fig. 7. Radial profiles of the ring. Atα = 120◦ , the profile is broad but o
low magnitude, consistent with the small particles predominantly see
forward-scatter. In contrast, the backscatter profiles atα = 0◦ andα = 75◦
show the tighter concentration of large bodies toward the ring’s outer e
Error bars for each curve are indicated at the right; errors in orbital ra
are approx±0.02RJ.

the entire inbound sequence, with error bars comparab
those of the other sequences.

2.1.2. Radial profiles
We have generated radial profiles based on the seque

atα = 1◦, α = 75◦, andα = 120◦ (Fig. 7). The profiles were
created from each image in the sequence by azimuth
averaging the ring pixels in each individual frame. All t
individual profiles within the sequence were then combi
to create the profiles shown. The ring’s well-known ‘Me
notch’ at 1.79RJ appears in some of the individual radial pr
files, but not after they are combined together. This may
due to small errors in our image navigation; therefore,
radial profiles presented here may not represent the full
olution inherent in our data.

The radial profile forα = 1◦ is sharply peaked at appro
imately the radial location of Metis (1.79RJ, 127,970 km),
and drops to zero inward near 1.7RJ (121,540 km), and
outward near 1.83RJ (130,830 km). The side-scatter rad
profile (α = 75◦) is roughly similar. The forward-scatter pro
file (α = 120◦), however, is significantly flatter: it does n
show a strong peak, but continues inward to near 1.6RJ
(117,960 km), and outward to 1.85RJ (132,260 km). We es
timate our uncertainties at roughly 0.02RJ (1400 km). The
outer edge values we calculate are consistently higher
the Galileo-derived values of 1.805RJ (129,050 km) at low-
phase and 1.802RJ (128,800 km) at high-phaseShowalter
et al. (2001). However, the differences are roughly bound
by the error bars due to the lower resolution intrinsic to
observations.

Differences between the forward-scatter and backs
ter profiles have been seen in the Voyager(Showalter et
al., 1987)and Galileo radial profiles. The behavior was h
pothesized to be due to different populations of partic
observed at high- and low-phase. For Galileo observat
nearα = 180◦, the ring’s brightness comes predominan
from small dust grains, which are often 100 times brigh
in forward-scatter than backscatter The dust is easily tr
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ported across the ring or excited in eccentricity, causing
relatively flat radial profile. However, large bodies—whi
preferentially backscatter—are not as easily transported, a
the narrowness of the backscatter profile indicates the na
rowness of their present location. (Formally, both the d
and large bodies have equal proportions of flux in their
fraction peaks. However, the large-body diffraction pea
much narrower, and as a practical matter never observ
the visible, so it can be safely ignored.) This explanation
in naturally with the ‘parent body’ model by which the lar
particles produce the small grains through collisions
meteoroid impacts, and the grains are subsequently m
inward by drag forces. Interestingly, the Galileo data sh
the back-scattered profile to extend further outward than th
forward-scattered one, while the Cassini data show the
posite. Although this difference could be significant, it
probably an artifact of the vagaries of stray light remo
from the Cassiniα = 0◦ images, and is reflected in the pr
files’ error bars.

2.1.3. Azimuthal features
Rings contain—as their name implies—more feature

the radial direction than the azimuthal. However, azimutha
variations have been detected in the rings of Jupiter
the other planets and we looked for such features in
Cassini data. We first attempted to measure a broad a
metry between the near–far or east–west arms (first obse
by Jewitt and Danielson (1981), and seen in almost all late
observations as up to a 50% brightness variation). We
searched for ‘clumps’ of material in the ring (such as th
seen byShowalter (1998)in Saturn’s F ring, and byFerrari
and Brahic (1997)in the Encke division); for spokes (suc
as those commonly observed in Saturn’s main rings,Porco
and Danielson (1982)); for the ‘checkerboard patches’
Ockert-Bell et al. (1999); and for brightness variations fixe
in various longitude systems.

The inbound and outbound movie sequences offe
opportunity to monitor the ring for several orbital perio
in a roughly fixed geometry. We first inspected every
age by eye to look for features, and in particular featu
that moved in the direction of rotation (as both clumps
spokes would). We did identify a tantalizing sequence
three images (Fig. 8) that appears to show motion of rin
material in the keplerian direction. No such features movin
in the opposite direction were seen. The low SNR of th
images makes identification of any features in this way
mittedly quite nebulous, and confirmation that these clum
are real (or not) rests on future detailed analysis. We
not identify any additional structure in the ring such as
checkerboard patches, but this could easily be explaine
our lower resolution. The best images for searching for st
ture are probably those in ourα = 75◦ sequence.

For a more rigorous test, we created azimuthal profiles
all the clear-filter inbound movie frames. These azimu
profiles indicate theI/F in a pie-slice of the ring, typically
in 1◦ segments of longitudeLS. (Most of the observation
-
d

Fig. 8. Possible clumps seen in the ring. This series of three images
taken nearα = 1◦, with a 90-sec delay between the first image pair
a 160-sec delay between the second pair. All images are in the cle
ter; the central image was taken in theSUM2 mode causing its large
pixel size. Resolution is 115 km pix−1 except for the middle frame, whic
is 230 km pix−1. The ring boundaries are marked, as is the position
Adrastea (masked out, behind the+). Keplerian motion over this interva
would move the clumps∼ 4◦ in longitude; the ring images span∼ 40◦ of
longitude. The material appears to movein the forward keplerian direction
however, it is difficult to ascertain the clumps’ true nature from these im
alone.

span about 50◦ of longitude.) We converted the observ
tions into three different longitude systems, and plotted
gether all of the observations from the sequence. The t
longitude systems were as follows: first,LS was a solar-
referenced longitude with 0◦ being at the sub-solar poin
on the rings. Second, we usedLIII , the System III longi-
tude of Jupiter, which would follow features phased with
Jupiter’s internal magnetic field, as has been suggeste
Saturn’s spokes. Finally, we also converted toLk(R), a ‘ke-
plerian longitude’ which is constant for a body moving
a circular path at orbital distanceR. For this last case, w
used values ofR in the range 1.65–1.85RJ, spaced in 0.01RJ
increments.

In none of these coordinate systems did we find any
tures of interest. A typical plot is shown inFig. 9. At the level
of uncertainty, no clumps are apparent at all. Long-loved
tures that doubled the brightness over a width of 10◦ would
be visible here, and we can state with certainty that such
tures do not exist in the data.

2.1.4. Polarization
The ring was observed at polarization angles of 0◦, 60◦,

and 120◦ during each of theα = 60◦, α = 75◦, α = 94◦,
andα = 120◦ sequences. Polarization could be diagno
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Fig. 9. Asymmetry, keplerian longitude frame,α = 0◦. This plot represents
the brightness of all material moving through the NACs field of view dur
the 40-hour inbound movie. Longitudes have been converted to a mo
coordinate system, so that a moving object would appear as a spike
dip at 20◦ is the only feature we found, and is an artifact of the remova
Metis from our images. This plot assumes keplerian motion for 1.78RJ; not
shown are similar plots for 1.65–1.85RJ, and for longitudes in the solar an
System-III coordinate frames.

Fig. 10. ISS polarization observations. The ring was observed in a clear filte
at three polarization angles, denoted by P0, P60, and P120. Error bars
been taken from comparable non-polarized observations. Because on
frame was taken for each data point, the uncertainty is large and domi
any observable difference at the three polarization angles.

of grain surface structure or grain alignment. Results fr
these observations are shown inFig. 10. Unfortunately, each
observation consisted of only a single frame and the
SNR in the individual images does not allow us to draw a
conclusions from the data at this time.

2.2. Halo and gossamer rings

The halo ring is thought to be composed of dust gra
that have been dragged inward from the main ring u
they are excited vertically by a Lorentz resonance(Burns et
al., 1999; Horanyi and Cravens, 1996). Although the halo’s
20,000 km height makes it far thicker than the main ring,
normal optical depth is comparable, suggesting that the s
original source region and radial transport processes go
both rings.
e

Fig. 15. Comparison between the phase curves for spherical
non-spherical grains. Symbols are the same as inFig. 4. Both phase curves
are best fits; their actual size distributions differ slightly, as described in
text. For clarity, the curves for large grains are not plotted, although the
included in the models. The non-spherical-particle phase curve (red lines)
flatter in mid-phase observations; the spherical grains reflect too-little
at mid-phase to match the data. Also, the non-spherical grains better m
the flat response towardα = 0◦. Forward-scattered diffraction is indistin
guishable between the two particle types.

We were unable to detect the halo ring in any of o
images. This was not surprising, for several reasons. F
because the halo is vertically extended, it does not brig
as dramatically as the main ring for low elevation angleB. In
Cassini’s viewing geometry, geometric effects alone wo
predict the halo to be 10–100 times fainter than the m
ring. Second, the halo resides entirely inward of the m
ring, and thus sits even deeper within the stray light
Jupiter. It is possible that extensive processing of our ima
may uncover the ring, in much the same way thatShowalter
and Cuzzi (1993)were able to detect Saturn’s G ring by su
ming pixels within the ring’s known boundary, though t
ring could not be seen in the data by simple inspection.
leave such analysis to a future party.

We also searched for signatures of the ‘gossamer’ ri
particularly in the region surrounding and outward of
Thebe ring (at 3.1RJ, with thickness∼ 4400 km andτ ∼
10−7 (Burns et al., 1999)). We searched for gossamer m
terial in 15 NAC frames taken outbound from 247RJ at
α = 118.5◦. The observations, arranged in a 1× 3 mosaic
along the ring plane, searched the region from 3.04RJ to
7.62RJ. The exposures ranged up to 100 sec in a var
of filters. To seek this material, we summed wide swath
pixels in the vertical and radial directions, searching in pa
ticular for vertically-symmetric features that correspond
to the known position of the Thebe ring. In none of t
images did we detect this ring or any other known or
known ring material. We place an upper limit for mater
in this region ofI/F < 3 × 10−7. Our sensitivity was lim-
ited by dark-current calibration of the NAC detector and
the 2-Hz banding structure of the ISS electronics; stray l
from Jupiter was not significant for these images. It is po
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Fig. 11. The ring’s right ansa, as seen in five images taken at an elevationB = −0.03◦ . As shown inFig. 13, these images show only the ring’s near arm. T
five clear-filter images have exposures of 1.5–18 sec, and span a total of∼ 5 minutes. The top image has been resampled from the lowerSUM2 resolution; the
checkerboard patterns in the bottom images is an artifact of our dark-current subtraction.

Fig. 12. The ring’s left ansa, atB = −0.02◦. In contrast toFig. 11, these images include the fully-lit near and far arms. The object moving through the ima
is a background star. Small apparent ‘bumps’ can be seen several pixels inward of the ansa at∼ 1.72RJ (left side of image). The image has been stretche
enhance contrast.
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faint rings could be observable at Saturn.

Because the Thebe ring is much more vertically c
densed than the halo, we were initially surprised to not
tect it. Like many surprises it can be easily explained
retrospect. Assuming that the gossamer material is d
nated by 5-µm particles(Burns et al., 1999), Eq. (1) pre-
dicts I/F ∼ 10−6–10−7 for this observing geometry. Th
rings were easily detected by Galileo; however, this w
due largely to the forward-scattering geometry (α ∼ 178◦)
of those observations, as the phase function of grains
size increases by 103–105 as the observer moves towa
forward-scattering. We calculate that for a ring ofτ = 10−7,
submicron-sized grains, 5-µm grains, and large macrosc
bodies all have comparable visibility at Cassini’s observ
geometry. Therefore, in hindsight the ring is very diffic
detect atα = 120◦ regardless of its makeup.

2.3. Ring plane crossing

Cassini observed the ring immediately after pass
through the ring plane from above. Intended to probe
ring’s vertical structure, the observations included six
posures on the ring’s left ansa (B = −0.02◦, α = 63.3◦,
Fig. 11) and six on the right (B = −0.03◦, α = 64.6◦,
Fig. 12) taken 30 minutes later. Because the ring-plane cr
ing (RPX) corresponded roughly with closest approach,
spatial resolution of 59 km pix−1 is nearly the highest see
in the observations. RPX is also where the deepest im
of the ring were taken, including 5.6, 8.2, and 18–32
full-resolution images of eachansa. Furthermore, because
RPX the ring’s light is spread amongst many fewer pixel
the vertical direction stray light removal is far easier. All
the images were taken through the clear filters.
s

Fig. 13. The geometry of the encounter during the ring plane crossin
quences. In this diagram, the spacecraft approaches from below, and
to Jupiter’s right. The lit face of Jupiter points toward the Sun, with ph
angleα = 64◦ . The grey bands indicate the lines-of-sight for observati
of the left and right ansa during the ring plane crossing. The right ansa
partly in shadow, while the left ansa was fully-lit. Jupiter polar image fr
Porco et al. (2003).

Cassini’s phase angle ofα = 64◦ dictated that the ring’s
left3 ansa was fully lit, but the right ansa was less than
lit (Fig. 13). This allows us to probe the ring’s front an
back arms separately, but does make comparison bet

3 By ‘left,’ we will always be referring to the ansa as viewed by an
server standing on the Sun’s north pole. To confuse matters slightly, o
vations of the ring’s left ansa at RPXwere erroneously given the sequen
nameRPLNXNG_PRIME_RIGHT_B, and vice-versa for the right ansa.
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Fig. 14. Radial scans of the ring’s left and right ansa, taken during the
plane crossing. The dotted and dashed lines are modeled values of the
scans, based on the known intrinsic radial profile of the ring in backsc
(dotted line) and forward-scatter (dashed line). The data generally lie
tween these two extremes, as would be expected atα = 64◦, indicating that
even at this phase angle, roughly comparable amounts of light are scattere
from both large and small particles. The good overall model fit indica
that the apparent difference in brightness between the two arms can be
plained entirely by geometrical effects, and not an intrinsic asymmetr
the ring.

the two ansae somewhat more involved. Note that only
ing the RPX did Cassini make substantial observation
both ansae; these are therefore the best data of the enco
to look for large-scale asymmetries.

Figure 14shows the observed radial scans of the left
right ansae. (We use ‘radial scan’ for the edge-on obse
tion along a line-of-sight, and ‘radial profile’ for measur
ments of the actual amount of material at each orbital
tance.) The left ansa’s peak brightness is approximately t
times that of the right. It was necessary for us to do so
modeling in order to determine whether the observed as
metry was intrinsic, or can be explained by simple geome
effects associated with the difference in solar illuminat
between the left and right ansae. In order to do so, we
ated a 2D model of the ring, and summed the amoun
lit material seen along each line-of-sight. This allows us
create a model edge-on ‘radial scan’ of the ring, using an
sumed radial profile. We used radial profiles of the ring ta
by Galileo (S. Brooks, unpublished, 2003); these data ar
higher resolution than the Cassini profiles described ear

Our models match the radial scans very well; in parti
lar, the magnitude of the observed left-to-right asymme
is matched flawlessly, indicating that we see no intrin
brightness difference (at the 10% level or better) between
two ansae. This is consistent with our earlier results (Sec-
tion 2.1.3) where we are unable to detect any asymme
in the ring.Brooks et al. (2003)explores various option
for the ring’s asymmetry and concludes the most likely
be stochastic dust-releasing collisions within the ring. Th
collisions are still rare, however, and our lack of asymme
is hence perhaps not surprising.

The scans also yield information about the particles’
dial distribution. The plot shows model radial scans ba
l

er

on radial profiles taken in backscatter (dominated by ma
scopic bodies) and forward-scatter (dominated by du
alongside the observed scans. The latter appear to be ro
bounded by these two models; in particular, the left a
data suggest the observed ring extends farther out tha
forward-scatter profile shows, but has a sharper peak
the backscatter scan. This is almost certainly due to the
that the ring atα = 64◦ in fact is composed of comparab
flux from both large and small particles (e.g.,Fig. 4).

Images of the ring’s fully-lit left arm appear to sho
small, elongated ‘bumps’ of approximately 3× 1 pixels in
the ring plane, near the ansa at 1.72–1.73RJ (Fig. 11). The
bumps are well-defined, and approximately 20% brigh
than the ring material immediately surrounding them;
such brightenings were observed on the right ansa. The
compact enough that we originally identified them as sa
lites in the ring plane. However, we did not measure
appreciable motion of the bumps during the 5 minutes
observed the ansa; we calculate that a keplerian bodon
the ansaat 1.72RJ would move∼ 3 pixels (4.5◦ of longi-
tude) during the 5 minutes of observing, and we could h
detected this motion. The bumps are not due to any kn
satellite, and stars in the field move dozens of pixels du
the sequence due to spacecraft motion. We also elimin
CCD artifacts as a possible source:the features appear in th
same place on the ring in every image, even though poin
jitter caused a 2–3 pixel variation in the ring’s positioning
the CCD throughout the sequence. (Error in the spacecr
tracking is more evident in these 5-minute sequences th
the much-shorter individual exposures.)

We offer two possible explanations for these bumps. F
they may be due to a slight density variation at that p
tion of the ring—i.e., an intrinsic clump of material. Su
a density variation could have no apparent motion i
were an arc-like feature spanning perhaps 10◦ in latitude
(∼ 20,000 km). Possible clump-like features have been
ported before (e.g., the checkerboard patterns ofOckert-Bell
et al., 1999). However, a more prosaic explanation may
that the observed bumps are no more than a natural co
quence of a particularly long line-of-sight at 1.72RJ looking
along the ring’s intrinsic radial profile. Indeed, the bum
radial location is well-predicted by the model radial sc
(Fig. 14). The fact that the right ansa lies partly in shad
makes its peak more subdued.We mention the possibility o
clumps more as a footnote; because of the unique geomet
and high spatial resolution, this is indeed the first time t
such features (whatever their source) have been observ
Jupiter’s ring.

The RPX observations can also be used to constrain
ring’s vertical thickness. Previous observations have de
mined a 300 km upper limit in forward-scatter and 30
in back-scatter(Showalter et al., 1987), while Galileo data
atα = 98◦ inferred a thickness of∼ 100 km(Ockert-Bell et
al., 1999). The ring’s possible greater thickness at forwa
scatter is consistent with the notion that vertically exten
dust is responsible for most of the forward-scattered lig
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and larger bodies which are less easily excited are see
their flatter orbits at backscatter.

We computed the ring’s thickness by directly meas
ing the FWHM of the ring’s brightness profile in the ve
tical direction, using a single 32-sec exposure. We rad
summed local areas of the ring image, and fit gaussian
these profiles to determine the ring’s FWHM thickness. T
ring’s projected thickness increases in the direction tow
the planet, from a FWHM of 80 km at 1.75RJ, to 160 km
at 1.55RJ. This degree of thickening (which is not visible
the eye in the images) is consistent with that expected f
a thin ring observed atB = 0.03◦. To estimate our resolvin
limit, we located a field star of similar brightness that h
been smeared by the spacecraft’s motion (parallel to the ring
plane) during the long exposure. The ‘thickness’ we m
sured of this star trail using the same method was∼ 80 km.
The ring at its thinnest is therefore essentially indistingu
able in profile from that of a point source, and we plac
limit on its intrinsic thickness in a side-scattering geome
of FWHM � 80 km atα = 64◦, consistent with the 100-km
full side-scattered thickness derived from Galileo imag
Based on our photometric model (e.g.,Fig. 4), we believe
that the ring at this phase angle is visible through roug
equal contributions from small and large particles—in fa
in almost the same ratio as at the Voyager backscatter obse
vation atα = 0◦–2◦.

3. Previous observations

The past quarter-century has seen nearly fifteen sep
observing programs targeted at the ring. In this section
will describe these observations. InSection 4we will use
the new ISS data in conjunction with the existing data
to leverage the power of wide coverage in phase angle
wavelength that comes from the many different obse
tions. Before describing the data, we first detail the ph
metric quantities which we will examine.

We are interested primarily in observations of the rad
ly-averaged normalI/F of the ring, that is,

(2)

(
I

F

)
rad

(λ,α) ≡ EW

�R
≡ 1

�R

∫
I

F
(R,λ,α) dR.

The ‘equivalent width’ EW has units of length.�R is the
ring’s width, which we take to be 6500 km.I/F is the nor-
mal reflectance of the ring, whereI is the intensity measure
at the detector, andπF is the incident solar flux.I/F of a
Lambertian surface is thus 1. Unless otherwise mentio
we use the normalI/F , which removes the simple geome
ric differences of looking through different path-lengths
ring material due to a non-zero emission angle. The nor
I/F is thus not an observed quantity, but a useful quan
for comparison.
e

,

3.1. Data sets

We here examine particulars of the various data s
There are significant differences in the programs that
ten make comparing different data sets challenging. With
of the previously-reported observations we include here
have not re-calibrated the observations either radiometric
or spectrally, but use their published values and errors.How-
ever, we have in several cases(described below) scaled the
I/F to adjust for differences in viewing geometry.

3.1.1. Voyager (1980)
After Voyager 1 discovered Jupiter’s ring system with o

11-minute exposure, Voyager 2 followed up and took 24
ditional images. Voyager 2’s images were taken throug
clear, violet, orange, and green filters, at phase angles o◦,
16◦–19◦, and 173◦–177◦ (Fig. 3). These images were an
lyzed byShowalter et al. (1987), who presented the ring ob
servations in units of radially-averaged normalτ�0P(λ,α).
Calibration and reduction uncertainties in the Voyag
vidicon detector caused up to a 50% in the absolute s
ing of their results, although the relative calibration betw
different images was 5–10%. Real variations in brightn
between the ring’s near and far arms contributed an a
tional ∼ 10% scatter to their results. In many cases, h
ever, they were able to measure the ring’s brightness o
range of phase angles within the same image, and a co
tent phase curve can be constructed piece-wise from t
segments, even if the segments do not match in absolute
ibration. We have taken the Voyager data and error ba
presented in their Figs. 4.3 and 4.4.

3.1.2. Palomar & IRTF (1980)
Early ground-based observations of the ring were m

by Neugebauer et al. (1981), who used a CCD on the M
Palomar 5-m telescope to image the ring atλ = 0.887 µm
and α = 1.9◦. Several days later, the same group used
InSb photometer on the NASA Infrared Telescope Fa
ity (IRTF) to perform aperture photometry on the ring
five wavelengths between 1.7 and 2.4 µm, at a phase a
α = 2.9◦. In both cases the ring was within 1◦ of edge-on.
The observations, reported in terms of vertically-integra
magnitudes per linear arcsec, showed the ring to be red
increase in brightness by a factor of 2.5 across their w
length range.

In light of current knowledge of the ring, these resu
must be interpreted carefully. The Palomar observation
0.887 µm) were made by summing flux at an intercept
tance 1.48–1.81RJ, while IRTF (at 1.7–2.4 µm) used a
aperture placed at 1.42–1.68RJ. AlthoughNeugebauer et a
(1981)corrected for the differentsizesof the apertures, th
difference in each aperture’spositioncaused the Palomar o
servations to be taken looking through substantially m
ring material than the IRTF observations.

Our model of edge-on line-of-sight path lengths (Sec-
tion 2.3) can be used to correct for these differences. Us
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this model, we calculate that the relative IRTF brightnes
should be increased by∼ 30% in order for theNeugebaue
et al. (1981)spectrum to accurately reflect the ring’s intrins
color. This correction increases even more the already ve
red color indicated by their results.

3.1.3. Palomar (1988)
Nicholson and Matthews (1988)used the Palomar 5 m

telescope to measure the ring’s brightness at wavele
λ = 2.2 µm, phase angleα = 2.2◦, and a ring opening an
gle of 3.2◦. They found a mean normal ring brightne
τ�0P = 1.7 × 10−6. Because of non-photometric cond
tions, their measurement was calibrated relative to Amal
rather than standard calibration stars.

3.1.4. Keck (1997)
During the August 1997 jovian RPX event,de Pater e

al. (1999)imaged the ring from the 10 m Keck telesco
at 2.27 µm. The opening angle was 0.17◦, and phase angl
α = 1.1◦. Because these observations were taken edge
the direct results are radial scans (their Fig. 3, akin to
Fig. 4). To invert these to a generalized normal brightn
that could be compared to non-RPX measurements, the
thors used their so-called ‘onion-peeling’ method of lin
differentiation, resulting in vertically-integratedI/F radial
profiles (their Fig. 6, dashed line). We use their radial p
file to calculate a mean normalI/F = 3.5± 1 × 10−7 (i.e.,
τ�0P = 1.4± 0.4× 10−6) for their data.

To verify our own method of radial profile scan inve
sion, we applied our technique to the Keck radial scan
the same way we did so for the IRTF data. This gave u
mean normalI/F = 5.0 × 10−7, a reasonably good agre
ment tode Pater et al. (1999)considering the noise inhere
in the data.

3.1.5. HST NICMOS (1997)
HSTs NICMOS camera was used byMeier et al. (1999)

to image the ring in the infrared atλ = 1.1, 1.6, and 2.05 µm
during the fall 1997 jovian ring-plane crossing event. T
phase angle wasα = 11.3◦, and the ring opening angle wa
0.06◦ (< 1 pixel). To invert their results to a generaliz
normal brightness that could be compared to non-RPX m
surements, the authors used a radial profile model sim
to ours to remove the line-of-sight effects from their resu
They presented their final, de-projected main-ring spectrum
in terms of vertically-integrated µJy per linear arcsec, ra
than I/F . Although they note that their final brightne
matched well that of the Keck observations, this is unlik
to be significant because the wavelength, phase angle, an
Earth–Jupiter distance were substantially different betw
these two observations.

3.1.6. Galileo SSI (1996)
Galileo’s Solid-State Imager (SSI) was used to take e

clear-filter images of the ring system during the spacecr
C3 orbit of Jupiter. The ring was close to edge-on (B =
,

-

0.46◦), but well-resolved due to the spacecraft’s proximity
Jupiter (∼ 32RJ). Phase angles ranged fromα = 175◦–179◦.
The observations are described extensively inOckert-Bell et
al. (1999) and Burns et al. (1999). Recent work byBrooks
et al. (2003)complements the earlier studies by examin
the phase curve of the data and constraining the size dis
ution of the dust responsible for the forward-scattered lig
This latter work presented photometric results in terms
radially-averaged normalτ�0P , in much the same way a
earlier Voyager results.

3.1.7. Galileo NIMS (1996)
Concurrent with Galileo’s visible observations, the spa

craft’s Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer observed
ring from the same geometry during the C3 orbit.McMuldroc
et al. (2000)analyzed the cube of data returned, and p
duced spectra of the ring from 0.7–5.2 µm, at each of
radial intercept distances.Brooks et al. (2003)re-analyzed
the NIMS data, improving the navigation and data reduct
and fitting a particle size-distribution to the data.Brooks
et al. (2003)produce results in units of normalI/F (their
Fig. 6), which we use here. We note that they fitn(r) dis-
tributions to the visible phase curve and the four infra
spectra; however, they did not attempt to fit these five d
sets simultaneously.

3.1.8. Cassini VIMS (2000–2001)
The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIM

onboard Cassini shared many ring observations with the
Both instruments are mounteddirectly to the spacecraft as
sembly, and their fields of view are nearly aligned. ISS
VIMS observed together at theα = 0◦, 60◦, 75◦, 94◦, and
120◦ opportunities. The VIMS observations differed fro
the NAC ones in that VIMS has a much lower spatial re
lution (500 µrad vs. 6 µrad), but images each pixel in up
352 spectral channels in the range 0.3–5.2 µm.

Based on the VIMS observations,Brown et al. (2003)
presented a phase curve of the ring in terms of vertica
integratedI/F (VIF) at five phase angles. Stray light an
the instrument’s intrinsic resolution made the data reduc
challenging, and the ring was detectable only after summ
several hundred individual images. Although the VIMS d
span their entire wavelength range, stray light was low
nearλ = 2.3 µm and only these observations have been p
lished to date.

The VIMS observations can be considered ‘edge-on’
to the spatial resolution intrinsic to the instrument. The V
values presented byBrown et al. (2003)are averaged ove
the radial intercept range 1.40–1.68RJ. In order to com-
pare these to normalI/F values, the VIFs must be adjuste
downward to compensate for the line-of-sight path length
trinsic to the VIMS observations. Using again the method
ourSection 2.3, we calculate a line-of-sight correction fact
of 4.6 (including a factor of 2 to account for both arms), a
have divided theirI/F values by this factor to compensa
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for their pathlengths. We then converted from VIF to norm
I/F by dividing out the ring’s assumed radial width.

Brown et al. (2003)compared their results with thos
taken with Keck, NICMOS, and Palomar/IRTF, by co
verting the latter observations’ brightnesses (in magnitu
per linear arcsec) to VIF widths. However, the values a
plotted in their paper were not adjusted for the chang
Earth–Jupiter and Sun–Jupiter distances, causing the
and Palomar/IRTF data points to be erroneously low
15–20%.

3.1.9. Cassini ISS (2000–2001)
A fit to the ISS phase curve, assuming a combinatio

non-spherical small particles based on theMishchenko and
Travis (1998)model and larger parent bodies, was presen
by Porco et al. (2003). Since publication of that report, w
have improved the calibration of the phase curve, and ad
spectral observations and the studies of the ring’s morp
ogy which we address in this paper. We have also sub
tially improved our particle model; the one inPorco et al.
(2003)considered only one shape model, not the ensem
of shapes that we describe inAppendix A.

3.1.10. Other observations
Additional early ground-based observations of the r

were reported byBecklin and Wynn-Williams (1979) and
Smith and Reitsema (1980). Observations of the ring wit
the IRTF during the Shoemaker–Levy/9 impact were re
ported byOrton et al. (1995)but these data have not be
reduced; some additional Keck observations also awai
duction (de Pater, personal communication, 2002). Galileo’
Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) failed to detect the ring
an observation during orbit C9 (Throop, personal com
nication, 1998). Recent observations of the ring during
2002–2003 ring plane crossings were made byShowalter et
al. (2003)using HSTs Advanced Camera for Surveys (AC
and de Pater et al. using Keck, and we look forward to t
results.

4. Size distribution and physical properties of ring
particles

4.1. Light scattering

In a low optical depth ring such as Jupiter’s, theI/F (λ,α)

can be related to the particle distribution by way of

(3)4µ
I

F
= τ�0P(α) =

∫
n(r)πr2Qsca(r)P (r,α) dr,

wheren(r) is the vertically integrated differential partic
size distribution. Computing theI/F for a given distribution
of particles is a matter of computing values for the scat
ing efficiency,Qsca, and the phase function,P(α). A value
of Qsca= 1 (which is the norm for bright macroscopic pa
-

ticles at backscatter) indicates that the particle’s scatte
and geometric cross-sections are identical. The quantity�0

is the particle’s single scattering albedo, and for large p
cles�0 is the same as the Bond albedo. The phase func
P(α), describes the directionality of light scattered from
particle and is normalized such that

(4)

π∫
0

P(α)sin(α) dα = 2.

The ring is probably composed of at least two disti
types of particles (e.g.,Showalter et al., 1987). Most of the
light—especially in forward-scatter—comes from small d
grains, with sizes up to perhaps tens of microns. Becau
the complex way that the small-particle scattering depe
on input parameters, the resultantI/F (λ,α) depends pre
dominantly on the particles’ size distribution, rather th
their composition.

The traditional way to computeP andQ for these parti-
cles is withMiescattering (e.g.,Bohren and Huffman, 1983).
We also use a non-spherical particle model(Mishchenko and
Travis, 1998)which computes the scattering coefficients
wide range of oblate spheroids, and has been shown to
accurately model light scattering from many particles fou
in nature(Mishchenko et al., 1997). There have been a fe
elementary applications of non-spherical particles to p
etary rings in the past (e.g.,Throop and Esposito, 199
Showalter, 1996; Showalter et al., 1992); the latter mod-
els were based on a semi-empirical model for scatte
from cubes developed byPollack and Cuzzi (1980). Porco
et al. (2003)applied a sophisticated non-spherical pa
cle model to rings, based on a range of oblate spher
Mishchenko and Travis (1998). The model presented he
improves on our earlier work by considering an ensembl
spheroidal shapes, rather than just a single shape of s
oids; we also significantly extend the size range of the lar
spheroids. The details of our particle model are describe
Appendix A.

In contrast to dust, large bodies (macroscopic or ‘pa
bodies’ of perhaps mm- to km-sizes) scatter light in w
similar to those of large bodies on Earth. Their brightn
decreases smoothly from backscatter to forward-scatter
their spectrum is essentially independent of viewing ge
etry. For this work we adopt the spectrum of the Trojan
teroid Hektor(Cruikshank et al., 2001)and the phase curv
of Callisto (Squyres and Veverka, 1981). Hektor was cho-
sen because it has a smooth red slope with few features
0.3–3 µm. The particular choice of phase curve makes
tle practical difference in the fit; the effect of the spectrum
discussed inSection 4.3.

Combining the large and small particles, and defin
their optical depths asτl andτs , respectively, we can writ
Eq. (3)as (e.g.,Throop and Esposito, 1998):

(5)τ�0P(α,λ) = τs�0,sPs(α,λ) + τlA(λ)Pl(α).
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UsingEq. (3)for small particles, the above equation b
comes:

τ�0P(α,λ) =
r2∫

r1

n(r)πr2P(α,λ, r)Qsca(λ, r) dr

(6)+ τlA(λ)Pl(α),

with

(7)τs ≡
∫ r2
r1

n(r)πr2P(α,λ, r)Qsca(λ, r) dr∫ r2
r1

P(α,λ, r)Qsca(λ, r) dr
,

wherer1 andr2 denote the boundaries of integration for t
small grains. Values ofP outside the integrals refer to th
ensemble phase functions, while those inside depend o
particle size.

4.2. Fitting procedure

Together the jovian rings observations over the last
years comprise approximately 1500 data points ofI/F (λ,α).
This number is somewhat arbitrary; for instance, many V
ager images contribute several points in phase angle a
their frame, while the hundreds of images from the Cas
inbound movie are summed into just one VIMS and two S
data points. Alternate methods of data reduction could re
in different numbers of final data points.

Given these datapoints, it was our objective to determ
n(r). To address the problem, we quantizedn(r) into ∼ 100
size bins across the size ranger = 0.01–100 µm. Addi-
tional free parameters includeτl and τs . The spectrum as
sumed was that of the Asteroid Hektor(Cruikshank et al.,
2001), with a phase curve of Callisto(Squyres and Veverka
1981). The refractive index of the small particles was fix
at 1.5+ 0.001i, typical for silicates; however, the results a
relatively insensitive to this value.4

Many methods can be used to determine the best-fi
parameters to fit a data set. We first attempted an a
mated root-finding routine, using a standard non-nega
least square approach (the IDLLMFIT routines of C. Mark-
wardt, based on the standardMINPACK-1 algorithms). Our
goodness-of-fit was judged by a standardχ2 sum over all the
data points, weighted by the appropriate error bars.

The large number of free parameters (N > 100) and the
simplicity of our goodness-of-fit metric made it difficult t
converge to a solution. AlthoughMcMuldroch et al. (2000)
found success with an automated method, we were un
to do so ourselves. We simplified the problem significan
by reducing the number of parameters describing the sm
particle size distribution. We chose a two-component pow
law distribution, whichBrooks et al. (2003)found to offer

4 Showalter et al. (1987)used an imaginary component of 0.01i; our
lower value is in part required for numerical efficiency of our non-spherica
particle calculations, and for consistency we use the same for spherica
ticles as well.
s

significantly better fits than the standard single-compon
power laws. Our distribution then takes the form

(8)n(r) dr = C1r
−q1 dr for r < rb,

(9)n(r) dr = C2r
−q2 dr for r � rb,

with the constantsC1 andC2 set such thatn(r) is continuous
at the breakpointrb. The number of parameters then redu
to five: τs , τl , q1, q2, andrb.

Even with this reduction in parameter space, lengthy
periments with theLMFIT routine indicated that the fiv
parameters still affectχ2 in a complex-enough way that a
tomated root-finding routines, although they converged
local minimum, were not going to be successful in find
global minima. We therefore decided to fit the three ‘sha
parameters (q1, q2, andrb) by manual iteration. Then, opt
cal depthsτl andτs could easily be fit automatically becau
they are simple linear coefficients.

The observedI/F data points are each functions ofλ and
α, and can therefore not be visualized on a single plot,
simple phase curve or spectrum. However, various sub
(‘slices’) of the data can be easily plotted. We chose five
these (a phase function in the visible and infrared, and s
tra at low, intermediate, and high phase angles) to exam
manually as we varied parameters to converge on best-fi
lutions.

We found that it was not possible to fit the absolute m
nitude of all data sets simultaneously. In order to fit the v
ible and IR phase curves simultaneously, we were force
scale all of the VIMS data downward by a factor of 0.4. Sim-
ilarly, the NICMOS data were forced to be scaled up by 1.5.
These scalings preserve theshapeof the spectra and phas
features, and change only their magnitude. We were puz
and concerned by the need for scalings of this magnit
which exceeded both the noted asymmetry in the rings
the uncertainty of the measurements. Notably, however
visible-light Voyager, Galileo, and Cassini data needed
scaling amongst themselves; these three data sets ar
most similar in means of acquisition. Given the ring’s e
treme subtlety and its often marginal detection, we beli
that the absolute calibration of the VIMS and NICMOS d
sets appears inconsistent.

4.3. Particle size distribution and composition

We have determined best-fit solutions for the ring for
two models. For both the spherical and non-spherical p
cle models, we findq1 = 2.0± 0.2, q2 = 5.0± 1, rb = 15±
0.3 µm. For the non-spherical case, we findτl = 4.7× 10−6

and τs = 1.3 × 10−6, while for spheres our best-fit solu
tion is τl = 7.0 × 10−6 and τs = 1 × 10−6. Both of these
distributions have a peak ofr2n(r) (that is, the largest con
tribution to surface area) near 15 µm, a similar result t
that found byMcMuldroch et al. (2000) and Brooks et a
(2003). The source of this peak is undetermined. Howe
Brooks (2003)has shown that dynamical interactions w
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Metis may cause some grains to be slowed as they cros
ring, thus increasing their number density. Further mode
could indicate the viability of this process and its effect
the size distribution.

It is significant that we are able to fit the piece-w
shapesof both the phase and spectral observations with
unified size distribution. This suggests that, first, our s
distribution is probably quite accurate; and second, e
though processes in the ring may operate on timesc
as fast as hours according to some models(Horanyi and
Cravens, 1996), the overall bulk properties of the ring ha
not changed over the last two decades.

4.3.1. Fits to phase curve
Our best fit to the visible phase curve is shown inFig. 4.

The phase curve is a sum of the components from l
and small bodies. In forward-scatter the ring is visible o
through its dust; in backscatter, the dust and large bo
contribute similar amounts of flux. Because these two c
ponents have opposite dependences onα, the phase curv
remains flatter than either of them alone over most of
rangeα = 0◦–120◦. We find that the overall optical dep
is dominated by large particles, not dust.Showalter et al
(1987)concluded that optical depths of 1× 10−6–6× 10−6

for each component fit the Voyager observations; our res
are consistent with these and better constrain them.

Non-spherical particles fit the data significantly be
than the spheres (Fig. 15). This is particularly evident nea
backscatter (where the spheres show too large a ‘glory’ p
and in side-scatter (where the spheres drop too low in br
ness). The non-spherical grains scatter more isotropic
than spheres. This behavior has been previously note
the F ring(Showalter et al., 1992)and the A ring(Dones
et al., 1993). In the second study, the authors introduc
isotropic particles ofr = 10–100 µm in Saturn’s A ring
to fit its observed phase curve. They justified these p
cles’ phase function based on measurements of rough
‘fluffy’ interplanetary dust particles, which showed the
to scatter nearly isotropically. Later,Throop and Esposit
(1998) also used isotropic particles to fit observations
Saturn’s G ring; such particles could be formed of am
phous ice and include numerous small voids, which wo
cause a strong trend toward isotropic scattering(McGuire
and Hapke, 1995; Mishchenko and Macke, 1997). Our scat-
tering model cannot distinguish between the effects of
ticle shape and the effects of inclusions and fluffiness (c
ing isotropic scattering); however, we can definitively s
that homogeneous spherical particles do not fit the d
It would indeed be surprising if the grains were found
be homogeneous spheres; certainly, collisions and env
mental processing contribute to both making the parti
non-spherical and modifying their scattering behavior. I
unlikely that the true nature of the particles can be better
strained by continued remote sensing observations; in
sampling of the dust would allow for much greater und
standing of its properties and histories.
e

)

d

-

Fig. 16. Infrared phase curve for data points withλ = 1–2.5 µm. Sym-
bols are the same as inFig. 4. The best-fit model provides only a fair fi
to the VIMS data. However, the phase curve of the dust alone (red c
matches quite well, suggesting that the large bodies could be quite dark
theλ = 2.3 µm wavelength of the VIMS observations.

Fig. 17. Phase curve of Voyager observations. Our solution fits the s
of each segment; variations in the offset between different images ar
to in part to calibration uncertainties near image corners in the Voyag
observations, and in part to actual differences in the near and far arm
Jupiter seen by Voyager.

In the infrared (Fig. 16), our phase curve fits mode
ately well, but does not properly reproduce the slope
the α = 60◦–120◦ VIMS observations. We are puzzled b
this inconsistency. However, we note that the VIMS ph
curve when scaled is fit quite well by the dust compon
alone, as shown. This could indicate that the IR reflec
ity of the parent bodies atλ = 2.2 µm is overestimated i
our model. In fact, many asteroids show a strong, wide
sorption band near 2 µm (e.g., Vesta,McCord et al., 1970)
which could directly explain our fit.Brown et al. (2003)fit
the VIMS phase curve alone using power-law distributi
of spheres and cubes; our small-particle model improves o
their fit, because of both ournon-spherical grains and o
two-component power-law distribution.

The Voyager observations in forward-scatter are fit
Fig. 17. Calibration uncertainties and intrinsic differences
the brightnesses of the two ring arms affect the absolute
ues of these observations. However, the slopes of the p
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functions are well-fit by our model. Our fits are compara
to those ofShowalter et al. (1987) and Brooks et al. (200,
as neither particle shape nor large bodies affect the higα

phase function.

4.3.2. Fits to spectrum
We have fit the spectrum at backscatter, side-sca

and forward-scatter. The side-scatter spectrum (Fig. 6) is
straightforward to interpret, because the observations we
all taken with ISS and reflect the same effective phase an
In our best-fit solution, the ring’s red color comes from bo
the intrinsic color of the large bodies, and red light pr
erentially scattered by the dust. This finding is consis
with and perhaps suggested by the ISS spectral obs
tions (Fig. 5), which shows the ring to be red at every pha
angle fromα = 0◦–120◦, even though the relative contribu
tions to the light change by a factor of 10 over this ph
range (Fig. 4). Because a majority of the light comes fro
large particles, these must be intrinsically very red. Hek
is among the redder of asteroids; bodies with a flatter s
trum would not be good candidates for ring material sou
bodies, unless processing within the ring environment
dened their surfaces. Interestingly, we find that although
phase curve of small grains is affected by particle shape
side-scatter spectrum is not, consistent with the finding
Kolokolova and Lara (2002).

The forward-scatter spectrum (Fig. 18) consists of two of
the four NIMS spectra, taken atα = 177.7◦ andα = 178.4◦.
(The other two spectra lie between these angles and ca
easily fit, and are omitted for simplicity.) The fits are exc
lent. The spectral peak near 2 µm directly correlates w
the 15 µm position ofrb , where most particle cross-sectio
resides. (The expected diffraction peak width from such
ticles can be estimated atθ = λ/(2πr) = 1.2◦, in line with
the observations.) In forward-scatter there is essentially
contribution from large particles, so their spectrum does
affect the fit. Because the NIMS data set is of such high q
ity, it is a strong constraint onn(r), causing our final fits
to be very similar to those ofBrooks et al. (2003). Fitting
the four spectra individually, they foundrb = 15.5–22 µm;
our model improves on theirs by fitting the spectra with o
consistent size distribution. Because light at forward-sca
is predominantly diffraction, the fits are essentially indep
dent of particle shape.

In backscatter (Fig. 19, α < 12◦), the ring appears red
Fitting this spectrum was challenging, perhaps in part
to the large number of observations taken under diffe
conditions. Our best fits indicate that roughly 2/3 of the
ring’s flux here comes from large particles. In order to
produce the spectrum, the bodies must be very red.
model overestimates the ring’s brightness for the two po
at 0.7–0.9 µm. We note that the Asteroid Vesta show
broad absorption band at this location(McCord et al., 1970)
which could account for this discrepancy, as our spec
prototype Hektor does not have this feature. It is poss
that this is due simply to a poor solution or a problem w
.

-

e

Fig. 18. Forward-scatter spectrum, observed by Galileo’s NIMS. The
curves are for ring intercept distances of 1.24RJ (top, α = 178.4◦) and
1.72RJ (bottom,α = 177.7◦).

Fig. 19. Backscatter spectrum. Symbols are the same as inFig. 4. All of the
ground-based points are on this plot, which shows significant scatter due
part to the range in phase angle (α = 0◦–11◦) and in part to the disparat
ways in which each data set was processed. The absolute magnitude
eral data sets was scaled as described in the text. Our spectrum do
cross every data point, but does broadly reproduce the slope of the ring
red hue from 0.5–2.5 µm.

the absolute scaling of the data; however, it is true that
fits to these data points would improve if our large bo
ies showed this feature. In summary, we have not foun
large body spectrum that fits the data precisely; howe
we predict that the bodies are extremely red, with a sl
d(Albedo)/dλ ∼ 2 µm−1 shortward of 1 µm, and∼ 1 long-
ward of 1 µm. The data suggest a possible band near 0.8

5. Conclusions

Our major results fall into two categories. First, Cass
ISS observations have filled in many unobserved region
phase-wavelength space of the jovian ring system. The
ages have provided new information on the ring’s asymm
and radial profile, and have constrained its side-scatt
thickness. We do not detect any asymmetry or longitud
features in the ring, with the exception of a nebulous trio
interest that may suggest clumps moving through the rin
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Second, our analysis is the first attempt to combine ne
all the Earth- and space-based observations of the mai
ring’s photometry into one coherent picture of the rin
composition. We find that the ring’s microscopic dust gra
contribute a minority of the ring’s reflectivity in backscat
and side-scatter. These dust grains are apparently conce
trated nearr = 15 µm by a process that is not curren
understood. Our photometric model indicates that the
grains are almost certainly not homogeneous spheres
fit the data well using an ensemble of non-spherical d
grains, superimposed on a population of larger partic
These larger bodies are very red, with their albedo incr
ing more than linearly with wavelength fromλ = 0.4 µm to
λ = 2.5 µm. We also see suggestive evidence for absorp
features on these bodies near 0.8 and 2.2 µm.
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Appendix A. Non-spherical particles

It is relatively straightforward to compute the phase cu
for an ensemble of spherical particles, using theMie scatter-
ing method. Standard numerical codes exist (e.g.,Bohren
and Huffman, 1983) which take as input values a size p
rameterx ≡ 2πr/λ and a complex refractive indexm and
return output values for the phase functionP(α) and cross-
sectionQsca. Given a size distributionn(r) of particles, the
total ensemble phase function can be computed by sum
over the individual phase functions, as inEq. (6). On typical
workstations, the scattering matrix for a particle ofx = 1000
can be computed in several seconds. The solution time s
linearly with x, and the upper limit forx is essentially arbi
trary, limited only by how well a large particle approxima
a smooth, homogeneous sphere.

Although non-spherical particles are often a better refl
tion of reality than spheres, the computation of scatte
coefficients for such particles is significantly more involv
We use the so-called ‘T -matrix’ method(Waterman, 1971),
which numerically computes the propagation of an elec
magnetic wave through a medium. The particular imp
s

mentation of theT -matrix method we employ(Mishchenko
and Travis, 1998)models a randomly oriented mixture
monodisperse oblate spheroids. The particles are ch
terized by an axial ratioε = a/b in addition to the usua
quantities ofx and refractive indexm. The present cod
computes the scattering matrix for particles up to roug
x = 160 (for ε = 1.5); such a computation may take t
hours of CPU time. The computation time scales asx3; the
upper size limit is determinedlargely by the internal accu
racy to which computations can be performed. Typically,
non-spherical phase functions are characterized by a red
backscatter ‘glory’ nearα = 0◦, and increased scattering
mid-phase (α = 30◦–90◦). Forward ofα = 90◦, the effect of
particle shape is much less pronounced, asP is dominated
by diffraction.

The upper limit ofx = 160 is frustratingly close to th
largest particles which we need consider: Work byBrooks
et al. (2003)and our own earlierMie fits suggested that
majority of the particle surface area is in grains of 10–20
radius. Forλ = 0.5 µm,r = 20 µm corresponds tox = 250.
Therefore, the method ofMishchenko and Travis (1998)is
almost but not quite usable.

We have observed, however, that the behavior of
T -matrix phase functionPT for large values ofx can
in a very simple way be extrapolated from lower valu
Mishchenko et al. (1997)presents figures (their Plate
which plot the ratio ofMie andT -matrix phase functions as
function ofx. By examining these figures, a broad trend
be observed, in that the ratioPT /PMie at a givenα follows
a generally smooth, predictable trend. We have extrapo
this ratio, along with the known values ofPMie(x,α), in or-
der to predict values ofPT (x,α) for a limited range ofx,
typically up tox ∼ 300.

In all cases, we average together values ofPT for an en-
semble of particle shapes, usually withε = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6
1.8, and 2.0. The maximum value ofx for which PT can be
directly computed increases with decreasingε. The larger
particles in our model are therefore weighted toward lo
values ofε.

It would be preferable, of course, to calculate values
PT directly using formally robust methods; however, giv
that this is not possible with current computational te
niques, we believe that our method provides a signific
advantage over usingMie scattering to approximate th
scattering from non-spherical particles. We note that se
empirical approaches to light-scattering have a long his
in the literature; for instance, the model ofPollack and Cuzz
(1980)has been extensively used to model planetary rin
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